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Experimental and theoretical clues both suggest that the Higgs boson has a mass below the LEP2
lower limit of 114.4 GeV. If true, this suggests that the dominant Higgs decay is nonstandard while
the production cross sections remain unmodified. We consider the possibility of nonstandard Higgs
decays in the language of On-Shell Effective Theories (OSETs), and discuss a little considered class of
Higgs decays, with a topology of both visible and missing energy. We study existing LEP constraints
on such decays, and find that such decays would in general be allowed experimentally for ∼ 100 GeV
mass Higgses. Simple model realizations of these decays exist, which can occur in supersymmetric
models and also in models with additional massive neutrinos. Some potential searches that can be
performed at Tevatron and LHC, contained in standard supersymmetry topologies of leptons and
missing energy, offer the possibility of discovering such Higgses.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past thirty years, an impressive array of
experiments have found agreement with the Standard
Model (SM) of particle physics with included neutrino
masses. There have been no signals from direct searches
and essentialy no significant deviations in precision mea-
surements, a fact that is unexpected due to our theoreti-
cal priors. The hierarchy problem, for example, suggests
that new physics is required to stabilize the electroweak
scale. In general this new physics generates deviations
from the SM that should have already been discovered,
which has lead to some uneasiness in terms of our theo-
retical understanding in electroweak physics.
However, it is also true that the SM has yet to be fully

confirmed, in that the Higgs boson remains undiscovered.
Within the SM, the mass of this particle is unknown,
but once specified, all of its physical properties are pre-
dicted. The electroweak precision observables (EWPO),
accurately measured at LEP and other colliders, put an
indirect upper bound on the Higgs mass of 144 GeV at
95% CL with a central value of 76 GeV [1]. The newest
measured top and W mass have both contributed in low-
ering the upper bound. This has started to be at odds
with the direct search limit of 114.4 GeV at 95% CL set
by LEP2 [2].
There has also been some tension in beyond the Stan-

dard Model (BSM) theories that contain Higgs bosons.
For example, the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) suffers from a little hierarchy problem,
with an expected few percent level tuning required if the
Higgs mass is above 114.4 GeV. In light of these issues,
people have readdressed what this conflict entails in the
Higgs sector. There is the traditional approach that the
Higgs is heavier than 114.4 GeV and the slight disagree-
ment with the indirect limit is either due to chance or
to new contributions to the EWPO [3, 4]. However, it
is important to emphasize that the direct and indirect
limits probe different physical properties of the Higgs; in
fact, a Higgs with slightly nonstandard properties can
be consistent with both. In particular, having a Higgs
with the usual couplings to SM particles preserves the

standard Higgs production cross section and is consis-
tent with EWPO if the Higgs mass is light. At the same
time, direct search limits are avoided if there are new
decays for the Higgs that dominate over the standard
decays. Another aspect of the Higgs which enables these
scenarios is that for the Higgs masses probed at LEP, the
Higgs decay width into Standard Model modes is quite
small, since the bottom quark Yukawa is so weak. Thus
if there are new light states below the Higgs mass, the
Higgs is prone to dominantly decay into these new modes.
The hints from theory and experiment and this particular
susceptibility of the Higgs sector suggest that we should
take such a nonstandard Higgs scenario seriously, which
we will do for this paper.

In this regard, there has been great interest in Hig-
gses that decay nonstandardly [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16]. In this note, we will extend the scope
of considered decays by exploring nonstandard decays
with a topology containing both visible and missing en-
ergy. Such decays can occur naturally in theories be-
yond the Standard Model, and it is important to con-
sider what constraints exist within current data. More-
over, since current and future Higgs searches, focusing
on Standard Model Higgs decay products, are weakened
by reduced statistics, it is also crucial to investigate how
Higgs searches should adapt to discover these nonstan-
dard decays.

A natural language to describe the phenomenology is
in terms of On-Shell Effective Theories (OSETs). In the
next section, this allows us to give a general discussion of
the relevant phenomenology without couching it within a
specific model realization. In particular, we discuss what
LEP2 results apply to this scenario and what parameter
space is allowed. In section III, we will give examples of
realizations of this new Higgs phenomenology to demon-
strate in what new physics models these could appear.
In section IV, we then give a preliminary discussion of
potential searches for these Higgs decays that can be per-
formed at Tevatron and LHC. Finally, in section V, we
conclude.

http://arxiv.org/abs/0710.4591v1
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II. EVADING THE LEP LIMITS WITH

NONSTANDARD HIGGS DECAYS

Before we can address what modes allow for a Higgs
lighter than the Standard Model limit from LEP, we must
consider what studies have been performed. (See [7] for
an extended discussion.) At LEP, the (SM) Higgs is pro-
duced via Higgsstrahlung from a Z boson. The topology
then studied involves both the decay of the Z as well as
the Higgs. Easily studied e+e− and µ+µ− decays of the
Z are infrequent, and thus most analyses use the two jet
decays of the Z, or the invisible (neutrino) mode.
For a Higgs produced with SM strength, strong lim-

its exist for it decaying into two b-jets (115 GeV) [2],
two taus (115 GeV) [2], two unflavored jets (113 GeV)
[17], neutrinos or other invisible particles (114 GeV) [18],
and two photons (117 GeV) [19] where the limits assume
that the decay is 100% into the modes in question. De-
cays into muons or electrons would also be at the kine-
matical limit. As a consequence, the full gamut of SM
two body decays is essentially as strongly constrained as
the SM Higgs limit. Thus, viable nonstandard Higgses
must either decay into a multibody final state directly or
must first decay into a two-body state that involves some
BSM particle, which then ultimately decays into Stan-
dard Model states. Since phase space suppression would
require strong couplings in the former case, we choose
here to focus on the “cascade decays” of the latter.
LEP studies constrain states lighter than

√
s/2 to be

neutral, essentially all particles into which the Higgs
could decay. Thus, the BSM states introduced for the
cascade decay must be neutral. The simplest case would
be for the particle to be stable, but this would then be
constrained by invisible Higgs decays. Thus, the simplest
unconstrained case must involve further decays. Once
this is considered a multitude of possibilities open up,
and it becomes important to determine how to discuss
these questions in a suitably model independent way.

A. OSETs and Appended OSETs

Recently, a means of discussing certain experimental
signatures without reference to a specific Lagrangian has
been introduced via the language of On-Shell Effective
Theories (OSETs) [20]. In these descriptions, the phe-
nomenology reduces to the physical parameters of pro-
duction rates, branching ratios and masses, where offshell
particles have been “integrated out,” allowing a discus-
sion of signatures without reference to a specific model.
In the present situation, this is ideal, because one prefers
to understand the constrained signatures, in order to bet-
ter understand what models might yield them. However,
it is often difficult to choose an OSET in a vacuum, with-
out any motivation. Here, we have a simple motivation:
namely, to take the SM Higgs sector and “append” new
states near the bottom of the spectrum. Thus, in the non-
standard Higgs scenario, production rates are not modi-
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FIG. 1: Higgs decay into a pair of light neutral particles.

fied, only the decay chains are altered.
The simplest OSET which evades the LEP limit is

shown in figure 1. Here, the Higgs decays into two par-
ticles, both of which presumably undergo two-body de-
cays into SM states. The case where the intermediate
particle is a pseudoscalar, decaying into two b-jets was
considered as a means of providing a natural model in
[6], but because the two-b and four-b final state analyses
are not independent, such scenarios are, in fact, nearly as
constrained as the SM (see the discussion in [7]). Con-
sequently, decays where the SM final state is four taus
have been considered [6, 7, 8, 9], as the LEP limits on
the Higgs mass do not extend above 86 GeV. Such a
scenario is still significantly tuned [8], but not as badly
as the MSSM [12]. Other possibilities exist within this
OSET, such as four light jets [7, 11], or six light jets [10],
which may be studied at the LHC [11, 21, 22]. How-
ever, because of the strong constraints on these OSETs,
it is worthwhile to consider the next simplest possibil-
ity as well. As we shall discuss, such possibilities arise
naturally in theories beyond the Standard Model.
The next simplest possibility involves two states lighter

than the Higgs, with one unstable and one stable. The
lightest stable neutral particle (X1) could be the dark
matter, or it could be the Standard Model neutrino. The
heavier (X2) could be a neutralino, sneutrino, sterile neu-
trino, or any other new neutral particle. With two states
lighter than the Higgs, this opens the possibility that the
Higgs could decay off diagonally, i.e., h → X2X1, where
X2 subsequently decays. Such a possibility is intriguing
because a Higgs decay involving this state would con-
tain both missing and visible energy. Because nearly all
Higgs studies at LEP require momentum conservations
(notable exceptions being the invisible Higgs search [18],
h → WW ∗ search [23, 24], and the OPAL decay inde-
pendent analysis [25]), such a decay would not be picked
up by the strongest Higgs searches, and generically only
the relatively weak decay independent limit of 82 GeV
applies [25].

B. Phenomenology of Higgs Decays with Missing

Energy

In order to consider the possible constraints, we must
specify the decays under study. We will refer to the two
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FIG. 2: Higgs decay into a heavy-light pair of neutral parti-
cles.

light neutral states as X1,2 where M2 > M1. It is pos-
sible that the decay would proceed via h → X2X2 →
X1X1SM , but there is often little kinematical phase
space for such decays. Our focus will be on the decay
h → X2X1 → X1X1SM , see Fig. 2 [37]. In terms of the
model realizations that we will discuss later, the particles
are listed in table I. It is our assumption that these new
decays dominate over the Standard Model decay modes.
In fact, the SM Higgs search requires that the nonstan-
dard decay be at least 75% of the branching ratio for
a Higgs of 100 GeV. This reduction of SM decays re-
duces the reach of standard searches and thus, in order
to maintain discovery at the LHC for such Higgses, it will
be important to study this nonstandard phenomenology
in more detail.

Let us begin by repeating our assumptions: the com-
mon characteristics are that X1,2 are lighter than the
Higgs where M1 + M2 < Mh, are electrically neutral
and that X2 is unstable. On the other hand, their spin,
gauge representations and particle names vary amongst
the possibilities. Since the Higgs boson is a scalar, at this
point, the decay kinematics are only set by the masses of
X1, X2 and do not depend on the spin of the particles.

The complete decay topology is then determined by
the decay of X2. These decays are listed in table I and
depicted in Fig. 3 and 4 with the labels i, ii, iii. Most X2

decays we consider are into X1 + SM (type i, iii), while
a special case is into τf f̄ ′ (type ii which can arise via an
offshell W ∗).

In general, many of these decays will occur simultane-
ously, i.e., if the decays are mediated by off-shell gauge
bosons. In terms of an actual OSET, it’s unimportant
to discuss the off-shell mediator of these decays, but we
shall often reference them as motivated sets of branching
ratios that are particularly interesting to consider. Given
that there are potentially other mediators of these three
body decays (such as sleptons, squarks, etc.), it is impor-
tant to keep in mind that the branching ratios are not
always set by those of W ∗, Z∗.

The decay phenomenology one might expect from spe-
cific models is simply summarized. For the decays me-
diated by an offshell gauge boson, the phenomenology is
predominantly into two light quark jets and at a sub-
dominant rate into leptons. For the onshell scalar decay,
there is predominantly 2b or 2τ decay, with a mass peak

(i) X 12X

f f

(ii) 2X

f f’

τ

FIG. 3: X2 three body decays into two SM fermions and X1

or τ . These are often mediated by offshell gauge bosons, i)
Z∗ and ii) W ∗ respectively.

(iii)

X 2

X 1

φ

FIG. 4: iii) X2 decay into X1 and an onshell scalar φ. De-
pending on it’s mass, the scalar usually then decays into bb̄
or τ τ̄ .

at mφ. In each decay, missing energy is carried off by
X1’s or neutrinos and visible energy is of the form of SM
fermions. With such simple phenomenologies, we can de-
duce the LEP2 constraints on such decays.

C. Current Higgs Search Limits

Because of the number of possibilities, it is important
to be systematic in our approach to the limits on such
senarios. As already stated, the Higgs decay topology is
a combination of both visible decay products from Stan-
dard Model fermions and an invisible component from
X1’s and/or neutrinos. Thus, we shall limit ourselves to
Higgs decays h → f f̄ + 6E and h → f f̄ ′l+ 6E, which have
not been directly searched for by LEP collaborations in
a systematic fashion. Because many of the searches put
their limits in terms of production cross section, we shall
first detail the relevant studies and their limits. After

Model X1 X2 X2 Decay Class

Neutrinos ντ νH νH → Z∗ + ντ ,W
∗ + τ i, ii

Neutralinos χ1 χ2 χ2 → φ + χ1, f f̄ + χ1 i, iii

Sneutrinos ν̃1 ν̃2 ν̃2 → ff̄ + ν̃1 i

TABLE I: OSET Particles, Decays and Potential Model Re-
alizations
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this, we shall relate those cross section limits to Higgs
production cross sections, which can be non-trivial. Due
to this issue, we will discuss dedicated Higgs searches
first, as this conversion is straightforward.
However, before we discuss in detail the LEP2 con-

straints, it is important to give some caveats on such an
analysis. First of all, we are largely assuming that one
can apply cross section bounds for a different signal to our
Higgs decay. That is, we will consider the topology only,
without consideration of the specific kinematic features.
This assumes that the efficiencies for both types of sig-
nals are similar. More importantly this also assumes that
the analyses are merely counting experiments (in a single
bin) with no information about kinematical discriminat-
ing variables being used in the analysis. These will make
our constraints a bit uncertain and perhaps conservative,
but hopefully still applicable to a variety of models. Fi-
nally, to deduce the constraints a non-Higgs analysis has
on the Higgs decay, we must completely specify the Higgs
decay topology. This involves both the onshell Z decay
as well as the specific X2 decay.

1. Higgs Searches Constraining Missing Energy Higgs

Decays

There were a few dedicated Higgs searches at LEP2
that were sensitive to Higgs decays containing missing
energy. First of all, the decay independent Higgs search
by OPAL applies, since it only focused on reconstucting
the charged leptonic decay of the Z accompanying the
Higgs [25]. This gives a lower bound on the Higgs mass
of 82 GeV, when the Higgs is produced at the Standard
Model rate. In the case where the ultimate decay is com-
pletely into stable neutral particles, the LEP2 search for
invisible Higgs decay applies, which also is strongly con-
strained. This would constrain the invisible decays of
X2. As mentioned earlier, a Higgs that decays exclu-
sively into invisible states is constrained to be heavier
than 114 GeV. However, if this occurs with a branching
ratio of 20%, as in the specific case of a mediating Z∗, a
104 GeV Higgs would still be allowed [18]. These limits
are tabulated in Table II.
In principle, LEP2 searches for topologies of a visible

Higgs decay with the invisible decay of the associated Z
could constrain topologies where instead the Higgs decays
with missing energy. However, the amount of missing en-
ergy is generally much less in the nonstandard decay com-
pared to that coming from the Z decay, thus we expect
those searches to have reduced efficiency. Another dedi-
cated Higgs analysis which allows missing energy in the
Higgs decay is the fermiophobic Higgs search h → WW ∗

within the leptonic channels. These analyses [23, 24] will
give us some of the strongest constraints on decays with
leptons, so we will now address how we interpret their
constraints on the nonstandard Higgs decay.
WW ∗ decays require leptons in order to have true

missing energy from neutrinos. We will assume for our

purposes, that those leptons and taus are not lost down
the beampipe or misidentified as jets; making this simpli-
fication, these analyses will only constrain nonstandard
Higgs decays containing charged leptons. We choose to
adopt the ALEPH analysis [24] over the DELPHI analy-
sis [23] for the following reasons. First of all, the DELPHI
analysis is over a smaller set of integrated luminosity and
thus would be expected to have less of a reach. The DEL-
PHI analysis also employs neural net techniques to en-
hance signal over background; these techniques are highly
signal dependent and thus are suspect for the model inde-
pendent applications we are envisioning. Plus, ALEPH
provides enough information to reconstruct their efficien-
cies for WW ∗ decay products which, since they only em-
ploy some simple cuts, should more reliably serve as a
proxy for the efficiencies of the nonstandard decay. Un-
fortunately, there is a tradeoff since the ALEPH analy-
sis constrains fewer decay modes, but in common search
channels, DELPHI constraints are similar to those ob-
tained from ALEPH, so there isn’t a significant degrada-
tion in the constraints.

There are some standard Higgs searches which would
seem to strongly constrain the nonstandard decays. For
instance, the h → 2τ search might seem to constrain the
type i and iii decays, where the fermions produced are
taus. We will focus on the scenario of the onshell scalar
decay iii, where the scalar is lighter than the b thresh-
hold, as this is the scenario where the tau decays are ex-
pected to be O(1). There are a few distinctive kinematic
features of this nonstandard decay which should make the
standard search ineffective. First of all, the onshell scalar
is often boosted since we expect mφ ∼ 4− 8 GeV, giving
a typical boost γ ∼ mX2

/(2mφ) ∼ 5 where we have taken
the mass of X2 to be 60 GeV. This means that the taus
are separated by less than 30 degrees about 65% of the
time. This will cause the tau identification to fail, since
the taus are often in each other’s isolation cone. Some
analyses also use selection cuts that require the taus to
be separated by as much as 70-90 degrees. This does
not cut most of the standard Higgs decay since there the
taus are often back to back, but is a very strong cut
on the nonstandard decay. This distinctive difference in
kinematics should also cause problems for the kinematic
fitting constraints and likelihoods that are used in the
analyses. For these reasons, it does not appear that the
standard h → 2τ search puts the strongest constraints
on this decay; in the next subsection, we will instead use
the stau search limits, which are arguably more reliably
applied to our scenario.

To deduce the cross section constraints on particular
nonstandard Higgs decays, we use the simulated back-
grounds and number of detected events within the differ-
ent ALEPH search channels to deduce the constraints
on the following Higgs decays: h → τqq̄′ + 6E, ll̄ +
6E, lqq̄ + 6E, qq̄l + 6E. What distinguishes the last two en-
tries is that the jets are softer and harder, respectively,
since they come from the W ∗ and W respectively in
the ALEPH search. We mimic the LEP2 standard of
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X2Decay Type Higgs Decay Topology Z Decays Used in Limit Limits

anything i, ii, iii anything + 6E ll̄ OPAL Decay Independent [mh > 82 GeV]

LEP2 Invisible Higgs search
νν̄ +X1 i 6E ll̄, qq̄

[BR < (.17, .24, .41) for mh = (100, 105, 110) GeV]

ll̄ +X1 i, ii, iii ll̄ + 6E ll̄, νν̄, qq̄ ALEPH WW ∗ [.044 pb]

lqq̄′ ii lqq̄′ + 6E ll̄, νν̄, qq̄ ALEPH WW ∗ [soft jets .041 pb, hard jets .066 pb]

τ l̄ +X1 i, ii, iii τ l̄ + 6E N/A No meaningful limit

τqq̄′ ii τqq̄′ + 6E ll̄, νν̄, qq̄ ALEPH WW ∗ [.47 pb]

τ τ̄ +X1 i, ii, iii τ τ̄ + 6E νν̄ LEP2 stau search [.05 pb]

qq̄ +X1 i, iii qq̄ + 6E νν̄ LEP2 Squark Search [Bottoms .02 pb, Light Quarks .06 pb]

TABLE II: Higgs decay topologies for e+e− → hZ, h → X2X1 as determined by decay of X2. Last two columns denote the
limits placed by LEP2 searches with search channels set by the onshell Z decay. (Note: l stands for electron or muon)

80 90 100 110
mh HGeVL

0

.2

.4

.6

Effective Σ HpbL

FIG. 5: Effective Higgs production cross section for squark
and WW ∗ limits (bold line) and stau limits (dashed line).
Note: to apply the squark and stau limits, one must also
multiply this cross section by the branching ratio of the Z
invisible decay.

CLs ≡ CLs+b/CLb ≥ .05 as the 95% C.L. limits, but
assume that all events are in a single bin which gives
conservative (less stringent) limits. We combine different
channels that have the same Higgs decay with a different
Z decay and require CLs ≡ ΠiCLi

s ≥ .05. We assume
the ALEPH efficiencies approximate the efficiencies for
the nonstandard Higgs, and use this to generate a cross
section limit on each decay; we then list these limits in
Table II. In Fig. 5, we list the effective Higgs produc-
tion cross section in bold. All that remains is to multiply
by the branching ratios of the Higgs and X2 decay in
question and compare to the cross secton limit in Table
II.

2. Non-Higgs Searches Constraining Missing Energy Higgs

Decays

In order to put constraints on the remaining decays
with missing energy, we will have to turn to non-Higgs
searches and in particular, searches for pair production of
supersymmetric particles. We will apply constraints by
using the combined LEP2 cross section limits for sbot-
tom, stop and stau searches [26]. The search that ap-
plies to each nonstandard decay is straightforward except
where we utilize the stop search t̃ → cχ1 to constrain de-
cays with light quarks. The cross section limits for a
given topology vary under the assumption of kinematical
variables being considered (e.g., the squark mass), and we
will take the “bulk” region to give the relevant limits. Al-
ternatively, we could take the strongest limits throughout
the parameter space, which typically limits the allowed
cross section limits to be a factor of two smaller, but the
ultimate conclusions of the viability of a light Higgs with
such decays is not strongly sensitive to which limits we
take. Again, to connect cross section limits for a different
search to the nonstandard Higgs, we have assumed that
efficiencies for both are similar. This was verified for the
sbottom search and we assume it to be a good guideline
in general. These limits appear in Table II.
Having described limits on topologies similar to those

from the nonstandard Higgs decays, we must now make
a connection to the production cross section of the Higgs.
There are essentially two important elements. First, we
must take into account the branching ratio of the Z from
which the Higgs is radiated. I.e., it must decay invisibly
in order to achieve the topologies in question from squark
and slepton searches, hence there is an overall suppres-
sion of 20% of the effective cross section [38].
The second element is that the sparticle searches are

kinematically closed only when 2msparticle >
√
s. On

the other hand, the Higgs production is closed when
mh + mZ >

√
s, so the Higgs production can be closed

when the sparticle production is still open. In the spar-
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ticle searches we apply, the sparticle masses constrained
allow production for all of the applied LEP2 accumulated
luminosity. This is not the case for Higgs production of
masses above 90 GeV, so there is a reduced effective cross
section for the Higgs scenarios. The amount of reduction
depends on the accumulated luminosity and the Higgs
mass in question. This leads us to consider the effec-
tive Higgs production cross section, which is essentially
a luminosity weighted cross section.

σeff = 1/Ltot

∑

i

σ(si)Li (1)

where si, Li are the center of mass energy and luminos-
ity for a given LEP2 run i. Taking this into account, we
have plotted in Fig. 5, the effective Higgs cross section
for squark and stau searches (bold and dashed lines re-
spectively). Note that these cross sections do not include
the Z invisible branching ratio of 20% as detailed before,
so one must first multiply by it to compare to the limits
in Table II.
For example, to consider the limits on a 100 GeV Higgs

decaying h → X2X1 → X1X1qq̄, the constraint is from
squark searches, with a topology of two jets and missing
energy. The effective Higgs cross section for this analysis
is given by the solid line of Fig. 5 which is .4 pb. Because
the Z must decay invisibly to achieve this topology, the
final effective cross section for this topology from Higgs
production is roughly .08 pb, which is above the .06 pb
limit from the “bulk” region of the LEP2 squark search
constraints. Therefore, either the Higgs mass has to be
raised or an additional branching ratio suppression has
to exist for this nonstandard Higgs to be consistent with
constraints.

D. Summary of LEP Limits

Having reviewed the LEP limits and their relationship
to Higgs production, it is worthwhile to stop and note
what sorts of scenarios are presently allowed. The fol-
lowing is under the assumption that we apply the “mod-
erate” (bulk region) sparticle limits and the ALEPH
WW ∗ limits listed in Table II. If the Higgs is pro-
duced with Standard Model strength, and decays via
h → X2X1 → X1X1SM , such a Higgs is allowed above
∼ 103 GeV if SM = two light jets, ∼ 111 GeV if SM = bb̄,
∼ 99 GeV if SM = τ τ̄ , and ∼ 115 GeV if SM = eē, µµ̄. If
instead X2 decays are visible, the Higgs has to be above
∼ 115 GeV if X2 → lqq̄′ and ∼ 95 GeV if X2 → τqq̄′.
Note these results are if the Higgs decays exclusively

into one SM channel, which depends on the model re-
alizations. For instance, if the decay is mediated by
an offshell Z, these limits are no longer constraining.
Instead the strongest constraint comes from the invis-
ible Higgs search, which allows the Higgs to be heav-
ier than 104 GeV if BR(h → X2X1)=1 and 98 GeV if
BR(h → X2X1)=.8 (which is consistent with the SM
Higgs search limit).

Since b quark limits are so strong, if the X2 → X1SM
decay proceeds via an onshell scalar, the situation is
highly constrained if φ goes into b quarks. This requires
that the Higgs be heavier than ∼ 111 GeV for moderate
limits. However, if there is an additional nonstandard
decay for the Higgs, besides X2X1, which reduces this
branching ratio below 1/4, this is still allowed for a 100
GeV Higgs. To compare, in the case where φ is kine-
matically forced to go into two taus, the constraint only
requires a Higgs mass of 99 GeV for moderate limits with
h → X2X1 order one.
Another model realization, discussed in the next sec-

tion, is where X2,1 are (sterile and mostly tau respec-
tively) neutrinos. In this case, the component of the
decay that is most strongly constrained is where h →
lqq̄′ + 6E, with the constraint that the Higgs is heavier
than 104 GeV for the soft jets limit and 100 GeV for the
hard jets limit. The kinematics of this nonstandard de-
cay is somewhat in between both, so the true limit would
probably be somewhere between.
So to summarize the limits on certain model realiza-

tions, we have found that the offshell Z scenario was most
strongly constrained by the invisible Higgs search and re-
quired the Higgs to be heavier than 104 GeV. In a model
whereX2 decays into the onshell scalar φ, if φ decays into
taus the limit is 99 GeV whereas if it decays into b quarks
the limit is 111 GeV or requires a branching ratio of 25%
for a Higgs of 100 GeV. Finally, for the scenario with a
sterile neutrino, the decays mediated by offshell W ∗, Z∗

had limits from the ALEPH WW ∗ search requiring the
Higgs to be heavier than 100-104 GeV depending on the
jet kinematics of the lqq̄′ + 6E decay.
Again, we should reiterate the caveats to these lim-

its. In the analyses we have used to constrain the sce-
nario, there are important steps taken due to certain sig-
nal properties which may not apply to the nonstandard
Higgs. For instance, the use of optimized cuts and like-
lihood distributions used for the original signals. Not all
analyses give enough information to recreate the analy-
sis, so it is difficult to determine efficiencies these analysis
steps have for the Higgs decay. Indeed, we have assumed
that such efficiencies are the same. We have disregarded
kinematical features by treating these searches as one bin
counting experiments, making the limits conservative but
hopefully model independent. These issues suggest that
our ultimate cross section limits are merely estimates and
may be only correct at best up to factors of two. How-
ever, absent a dedicated analysis for this Higgs decay,
this is the best available estimate possible.

III. A MODEL REALIZATION

This phenomenology can arise simply in supersymmet-
ric theories, for instance via h → χ2χ1 or h → ν̃2ν̃1 as
listed in Table I. However, there are many associated is-
sues, so we will defer those discussions to future papers.
Here we present a simple model, which could arise in a
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variety of BSM situations, such as little Higgs theories
or supersymmetry, in which the Higgs decays into a pair
of neutrinos, i.e., h → ν2ν1, where ν2 is heavy and ν1 is
approximately massless.
At first glance, one would think that a Higgs decay such

as this would be impossible without significant tuning,
because the large Yukawa coupling needed to compete
with the standard decays. However, it is quite simple to
construct a model in which there is a large Yukawa, but
there remains a massless neutrino in the theory.
Consider the following interactions

L = yνHLNR + µNLNR + h.c. (2)

When the Higgs acquires a vev, there is a Dirac mass
which marries the neutrino in L to the neutrino in NR.
However, NR is already married to the neutral state in
NL. As a consequence, there are two left handed states,
and only one right handed state. As all the masses are
Dirac, one left handed state remains massless, which we
identify with the SM neutrino.
However, this light state is not a purely Standard

Model neutrino, which modifies couplings of the asso-
ciated charged lepton to the W boson, which are con-
strained from precision measurements. The strongest
constraints come from the extraction of Gf from τ → e
decays compared with Gf from µ → e decays as well as
some EWPO, which constrain the mixing angles to be
smaller than O(10%) [27, 28]. Such constraints are the
principal barrier to this new decay channel dominating;
for e.g., with a 100 GeV Higgs the new decay can never
be more than 50% of the Standard Model decay width.
Plus it is also worth mentioning that the electroweak fit
typically requires the Higgs to be heavier than the LEP2
limit [27]. The necessary contributions to the EWPO can
come from another sector of the theory, so we will choose
to overlook this issue.
A model which can allow the Higgs decay to dominate,

consistent with constraints, is the following two Higgs
doublet model

L = yνΦLNR + µNLNR + h.c.+ LY ukawa(H)
(3)

− λ(|H |2 − v2/2)2 −m2|Φ|2 + (b2H†Φ + h.c.)

In the limit that b2 . v2, µ2, there is very little neu-
trino mixing with the sterile state, however there is a
large Yukawa between the heavy light neutrinos due to a
tanβ like enhancement. In particular this is possible now
that there can be different mixing angles for the Higgs
vevs and mass eigenstates. As our requirements, we
force the massless neutrino to have at most sin2 θν = 1%
sterile neutrino content and for 〈H〉2 + 〈Φ〉2 = v2/2 ∼
(175 GeV)2. In fig. 6, we have chosen a value of λ to get a
light Higgs of mass 100 GeV and m = 120 GeV and max-
imized the allowed neutrino mixing, plotting the contours
of the ratio of nonstandard decay width to the standard
one. The contours go from top to bottom as < 1, 2, 3, 4
and it must be above 3 to be consistent with the Stan-
dard Model Higgs search. This is highly dependent on
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FIG. 6: Ratio of new decay width into neutrinos to that into
SM decays ΓνN/ΓSMversus b and mass of the heavy neutrino
mN , with values λ = .082, m = 120 GeV. Starting from the
top (darkest) going down (lightest) the ratio is < 1, 2, 3, 4
respectively.

the value of m as a value above 125 GeV does not have
any viable parammeter space while m less than 115 GeV
will start to have constraints from the SM search for the
heavier Higgs boson. The contour of 1 is also interest-
ing since if there were three new massive neutrinos, this
line could be consistent if all three neutrinos could attain
maximum mixing. However, the mixings would then be
subject to separate constraints and in general cannot be
as large as for ντ [27].

IV. FUTURE HIGGS SEARCHES AT HADRON

COLLIDERS

The shutdown of LEP2 in preparation for LHC’s start
up has transferred the mantle of finding the Higgs to
the Tevatron and LHC. At this point, reanalyzing LEP2
data is not a realistic possibility for discovery. Since
these nonstandard decays are by definition inefficiently
picked up by Higgs searches at LEP2, the crucial weak-
ness of the collider was insufficient numbers of produced
Higgses. Thus, at best a LEP2 reanalysis would give,
through better constraints or observed excesses, a sharp-
ening of where to look for this Higgs. In that regard, it
is important to assess the prospects of looking for such
Higgses at the Tevatron and LHC. Hadron colliders are
decidedly more challenging experiments in which to look
for Higgses, but the luminosity gains over LEP2 do al-
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low searches to focus on rarer modes that LEP could not
search for. We will focus on the LHC capabilities, but
searches at Tevatron could be interesting as well.

The first possibility is to focus on the suppressed Stan-
dard Model Higgs decay modes, which now require ex-
tra luminosity in order to discover the reduced branch-
ing ratio. Maintaining 5σ discovery for these statistics
limited searches requires a naive increase in integrated
luminosity by a factor of 1/BR(h → SM)2new. Since
the LEP2 limit requires this branching ratio to be below
25%, the required luminosity is at least 16 times larger.
For instance extrapolating the latest CMS TDR analy-
sis of h → 2γ [29], this pushes the necessary luminosity
to & 250 fb−1. This could be an overly optimistic ex-
trapolation, as the background rates may increase as the
LHC moves to design luminosity of ∼ 100 fb−1/year. At
any rate, this seems to require a few years of running at
design luminosity and in more extreme suppressions of
the SM branching ratio to an SLHC upgrade amount of
luminosity [30]. Instead, it is interesting to consider the
prospects of detecting the new nonstandard decay modes
themselves since their branching ratio is still O(1). For
the purposes of the rest of this section, we will assume
that the branching ratios are set by the offshell W and
Z decays. Since the most promising modes are those
containing leptons or neutrinos, in a particular model
with larger (smaller) leptonic branching ratios will have
a larger (smaller) reach at LHC.

The new modes that are particularly interesting are
the leptonic decays of both the offshell W and Z’s. In
particular, the topologies with light charged leptons are
particularly interesting. In the charged decay (type ii),
looking at the topology of a hadronic tau with a electron
(or muon) decay of the W ∗ is very similar to the standard
h → 2τ search. This is at a higher branching ratio since
the SM search requires using the Higgs 2τ decay branch-
ing ratio which is about 8%. However, it is important to
note that certain assumptions used in the h → 2τ anal-
ysis do not apply. For instance, since the taus from SM
Higgs decays are highly boosted, the neutrino momenta
can be assumed to point along the directions of the visible
decay products. This allows a Higgs mass reconstruction
which would not apply for the nonstandard decay. In the
neutral decays (type i), the light charged lepton decay is
small because of the 6% branching ratio of the Z∗, but
the overall branching ratio is still large, so this could still
be a good channel. Note that some older SUSY Higgs
studies considered H,A → χ1χ2 → 2χ1Z

(∗) and found
that the prospects were not promising [31]. However, to
our knowledge no study has considered weak boson pro-
duction of such a Higgs cascade, since the mass spectrum
of neutralinos generically prevents the Higgslike scalar
in the MSSM from decaying into these neutralinos [39].
Hopefully, tagging on the forward jets in the weak boson
fusion production will enhance signal over background to
detect such a decay. The Higgs production with an as-
sociated W is also interesting as it generates a trilepton
signal. The starting cross section is about 3 pb and with

leptonic decay of the W gives a cross section of about
30 fb. If the efficiency of this is reasonable, this trilep-
ton signal could be seen over background. These lepton
signals are currently in investigation [32].
The fact that these leptonic modes resemble some clas-

sic supersymmetric signals introduces some interesting
analysis issues. If this Higgs appears in a supersymmet-
ric theory, it will be necessary to produce cuts to isolate
the Higgs component from the sparticle production com-
ponent (for e.g., see [31]). However, if this Higgs appears
in a nonsupersymmetric theory, supersymmetric searches
should pick it up as long as some non-optimized selec-
tion cuts are applied. Ultimately this could require some
interplay between experimentalists doing Higgs searches
and those looking for supersymmetry, so any unexpected
excesses inconsistent with the analyses original intent
should be closely scrutinized.
There also some interesting associated channels. An

associated invisible decay signal comes from when the
Z∗ decays invisibly, which is expected to be of order
20% which is the 95% CL sensitivity of LHC for 30 fb−1

[33, 34]; so it could be feasible to detect this within the
design luminosity running of LHC. On the other hand,
the decays with jets plus missing energy have large back-
grounds fromW,Z production in association with jets. It
would take an indepth analysis to determine if the Higgs
decay can be separated from this background. Perhaps
the onshell scalar could be an interesting possibility if
the fact that the b jets form a rough mass peak is useful.
There is missing energy in the decay, which effectively
makes it look like a Higgs produced in association with
a Z, so maybe there is some small hope. So it remains
to be seen if this channel could prove useful
Overall, there are many decay channels of interest,

with potentially no one channel being sufficient. In
this scenario, the SM branching ratio is suppressed to
the extent that a large amount of integrated luminosity
is required for discovery. However, there are searches
in missing energy channels that could be modified to
pick up the nonstandard decays. The topologies of
ll̄ + 6ET; τ l̄ + 6ET; trilepton + 6ET; invisible are all inter-
esting possibilities to search for such a Higgs and could
be picked up by altering some standard supersymmet-
ric searches (squark cascades, trilepton searches, etc...).
This scenarios’s correlation in signals could be helpful
in boosting the significance of the search and hopefully
maintain LHC’s discovery potential for Higgs bosons.

V. CONCLUSIONS

There are many reasons, both experimental and theo-
retical, to consider nonstandard Higgs decays as a means
to allow a lighter Higgs. This scenario implies that the
dominant Higgs decay is nonstandard, while Higgs pro-
duction cross sections are unmodified. In this note, we
have considered in detail a new type of decay containing
both visible and missing energy, in particular, decays of
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the form h → f f̄ + 6E and h → τf f̄ ′ + 6E. Such decays
can arise naturally in many theories beyond the Standard
Model. The phenomenology is simply described in terms
of the language of On-shell Effective Theories, which is
a natural way to focus on the physics without discussing
model realizations. In this way, we have been able to
deduce what limits LEP searches put on such decays.
In general, most decays (those not involving b quarks or

light charged leptons) are allowed with order one branch-
ing ratio for a 100 GeV Higgs, which has significance for
precision electroweak studies, as well as for the possi-
bility of less tuned supersymmetric theories. Cases of
f f̄ + 6E decays of the Higgs in particular appear allowed
to ∼ 104 GeV if the branching ratios for f f̄ are those
of an offshell Z, and could be as low as ∼ 98 GeV if
the purely invisible decays are suppressed, for instance
by having the Higgs decay with 20% SM modes and 80%
into f f̄ 6E. One case which appears highly constrained is
when f f̄ = bb̄ exclusively, which can arise with when de-
cays are mediated by an onshell scalar that itself decays
primarily into bottom quarks. In this case, a branching
ratio of ∼ 25% is the maximum for a 100 GeV Higgs.
Cases where the Higgs decays into a new sterile neutrino
which decays via offshell W ∗, Z∗ appear allowed for Hig-
gses as light as 100 − 104 GeV. This last scenario is
realized in a simple example, via a two-Higgs doublet

model where a weak scale sterile neutrino mixes with the
Standard Model tau neutrino, with a mixing angle of
O(10%). Further studies are being performed on super-
symmetric models and will be presented elsewhere [35].
Potential searches for such nonstandard decays can be
done at Tevatron and LHC, primarily in channels with
leptons plus missing energy. There could be interest-
ing analysis issues if these are picked up in early stages
of traditional supersymmetry searches (for e.g., trilepton
searches), motivating further investigation into any ex-
cesses. Overall, the discovery capabilities probably will
rely on combining many of these nonstandard channels
along with the usual Higgs search channels, but the fea-
sibility remains uncertain and requires further study.
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